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LEARNING AND GROWING TOGETHER

COMING EVENTS
Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

FRIDAY 12 August – CASUAL DAY
gold coin donation

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING UPDATE
On the first day of term 3 our teaching staff engaged once again in professional learning, continuing
to build upon our three year journey with Visible Learning.
This session focused on curriculum planning. Teachers worked in teams to build depth and detail in
their learning programs, with a focus on HASS (history and social sciences).
Here are some common terms which you might notice your children using when they talk about
their learning in all curriculum areas including specialist subjects:
Learning Intention: The goals of any lesson or unit of work. Teachers will write these as part of their
curriculum planning and make them known to students.
Success Criteria: Success criteria relate to the end points of learning, again designed by teachers,
at times with student input. Students can assess their own learning based on how they are going
with the success criteria, and seek feedback from peers or teachers if they need support. Success
criteria provide the language which teachers and students will use to describe their learning and
progress.
Feedback: Any information provided to learners which helps close the gap between where they
are and where they are aiming to get to. Feedback can come from the learner themselves, from
peers and from teachers.
Surface: At the surface level, students will know and understand aspects of the content. Surface
level increases in complexity as the student understands more of the ideas. This level of learning is
very useful for the early years and for new content at all year levels.
Deep: At this level, the learner already has the surface knowledge and also understands the
relationships or connections between related concepts and ideas.
Transfer: Now the learner is able to extend and
generalise what they have learned to a different
context.
Teachers plan for all the above levels of learning so
that students have the opportunity to demonstrate
their learning at a challenging level for them. Our
students will be able to talk with increasing certainty
about the success criteria for their learning and how
they gain feedback about where to go next in any
curriculum area.
Ask: What are you learning in… (insert curriculum
area)? How are you going with it? Where to next?
Kirsty Hill, Sharon Day, Daniel Castle & Lia Jordan
SENIOR STAFF
McDonald Park School community will work collaboratively to develop respectful, thriving and engaged problem solvers.

ARK SOCCER OVAL SLOPE PROJECT
Last term in integrated studies the Ark classes worked on a project to redevelop the soccer oval slope. They
gathered information on the slope and gardens and used this to come up with their initial design. After this process
they met with Ms. Hill to get their design brief and discuss what could and couldn’t be added. Ms. Hill gave them
the following criteria;
Goals:
Things to think about:
 Beautify the slope
 Safety
 Make the slope a place where students want to be/play
 Access
 Improve the biodiversity of the slope by attracting native  Sustainability
birds/animals/insects
 Cost
 Reduce the weeds
 Stop the students from running up and down the slope and causing erosion
After this consultation process they decided that they would be able to make the slope area an active play space.
They also met with Ms. Bundy to learn about the plants that would be used on the slope. All the plants were endemic
to the South East. They included Cushion Bush, Olearia Axillaris, Hop Bush, Coastal Salt Bush, Limestone Wattle and
Melaleuca Brevicaulis.
Armed with all this information designs were finalized. Students shared their designs and votes were cast to decide
on the favourites. Miss Eldridge then had the job of taking the winning designs and combining them to create our
final plan.
Planting began in week 7. Students from the environment team taught the Ark group how to do the job properly.
A level surface before digging the hole, making sure the hole was dug deep enough for the plant then to water
the plant once in the ground. They also put tree guards around the plants to protect them from damage.
The next step in the project is to construct our active play space. Donations of the following materials to help
complete the project are still required. If you are able to help out by donating any supplies please email or phone
the school. dl.1021_admin@schools.sa.edu.au

Logs for balancing, 20-40 cm diameter, 30cm-3m in length

A large log to use as a seat
Branches 3m in length for the stick cubby frames
Large rocks/boulders

Casual Day Fundraiser
Last term the Ark classes started a project to
redevelop the slope area on the soccer oval. So
far we have come up with a design and planted
the plants. The next step will be to create the rest
of the space. To be able to do this we are holding
a casual day on Friday week 3 to raise funds to
purchase the items we will need to complete the project. The casual day will be a gold
coin donation.
As part of our fundraising efforts we will also be having a 'guess how many lollies in the
jar' competition. For 50c students will be able to guess how many lollies there are in the
jar. The closest guess will win the jar of lollies. We thank you in advance for your support.

McDonald Park School community will work collaboratively to develop respectful, thriving and engaged problem solvers.

Vision Awards - Presented at Term 2, Week 10 Assembly
Our awards are centred on our school vision. Students will be recognised for their collaboration, respect,
engagement, problem solving or progress (thriving).
McDonald Park School community will work collaboratively to develop respectful, thriving and engaged problem
solvers.

PROBLEM SOLVING

THRIVING
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Angus H-S

Mrs Wilson &
Mrs Fox

Shiv B

Mrs Cooper

Bentley W

Mrs
Hentschke

trying hard to explain how
he feels and for improving
his stamina and
determination in learning.
showing problem solving
and reasoning skills when
adding fractions with like
denominators.
using effective strategies to
solve problems involving
purchases.

Hannah M

Mrs Wilson &
Mrs Fox

Cruz C

Mrs Waters

settling into his new school
with confidence and
enthusiasm, displaying a
growth mindset, completing
all tasks to the best of his
ability.
displaying an excellent
work ethic in both
collaborative and
independent tasks.
thriving in word study
lessons, moving up four
groups in one term.

Benji C

Mrs Pitkin

Aiden R

Miss Eldridge

COLLABORATION
Presented to

Presented to

Presented to

Zahalia C

Mrs Waters

Sienna F

Mr Player

Elsie A

Mrs Dew

demonstrating leadership in
the classroom and always
being a role model to
others.
being a fantastic team
member in drama this term.
working well with and
assisting others.

taking part in great
conversations about
NAIDOC week and
completing outstanding
work on it.

RESOURCE CENTRE NEWS

ENGAGEMENT
Presented to

Presented to

Presented to

Millie P

Mrs Cooper

Baden D

Mrs Pitkin

Jayden B

Mr Player

Taite S

Mrs
Hentschke

Chelcy K

Miss Eldridge

Lara B

Mrs Bisnov

Charlotte B

Mrs Bisnov

Madalyn
M-C

Mrs Dew

putting in her best effort with
every aspect of the
curriculum and posing
interesting and intriguing
questions.
enthusiastically participating
during lessons and
completing his work to a high
standard.
helping his peers learn their
lines for the drama
performance.
showing commitment and
enthusiasm when writing
persuasive texts.
setting an example of
excellence by always striving
to do her best.
the effort she puts into her
visual artworks.
understanding the design
process and producing some
creative artwork that has
been completed with care.
engaging in sentence -a-day
writing tasks.

PREMIER’S READING CHALLENGE
A reminder to please hand your Premier’s Reading
Challenge forms in to the Resource Centre. This year’s
challenge finishes on Friday 2nd September (Week 6, Term 3)
McDonald Park School community will work collaboratively to develop respectful, thriving and engaged problem solvers.
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